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By Roger Price, Leonard Stern

Penguin Putnam Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Off the Wall Mad
Libs, Roger Price, Leonard Stern, "Mad Libs" "R" is a game for people who don't like games. It can
be played by one, two, three, four, or forty.Ridiculously Simple Directionsin this tablet you will find
stories containing blank spaces where words are left out. One player, the Reader, selects one of
these stories. The Reader does not tell anyone what the story is about. Instead he/she asks the
other players, the Writers, to give him/her words. These words are used to fill in the blank spaces in
the story.To PlayThe Reader asks each Writer in turn to call out a word. This word will be an
adjective or a noun or whatever the space calls for. He/She then writes the words in the blank
spaces in the story. After all the spaces are filled in, the result is a Mad Lib.The Reader then reads
the completed Mad Lib to the other players. They will hear that they have written a story that is
fantastic, screamingly funny, shocking, silly, crazy, or lust plain dumb -- depending upon which
words each Writer called out.In case you've forgotten...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Lawrence Keeling-- Lawrence Keeling

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Garett Baumbach-- Garett Baumbach
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